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ABSTRACT We investigate Ab17-42 protoﬁbril structures in solution using molecular dynamics simulations. Recently, NMR and
computations modeled the Ab protoﬁbril as a longitudinal stack of U-shaped molecules, creating an in-parallel b-sheet and loop
spine.Herewe study themolecular architecture of the ﬁbril formedby spine-spine association.Wemodel in-register intermolecular
b-sheet–b-sheet associations and study the consequences of Alzheimer’s mutations (E22G, E22Q, E22K, and M35A) on the
organization.Weassess the structural stability andassociation force of Aboligomerswith different sheet-sheet interfaces. Double-
layered oligomers associating through the C-terminal–C-terminal interface are energetically more favorable than those with the
N-terminal–N-terminal interface, although both interfaces exhibit high structural stability. The C-terminal–C-terminal interface is
essentially stabilized by hydrophobic and van der Waals (shape complementarity via M35-M35 contacts) intermolecular
interactions,whereas theN-terminal–N-terminal interface is stabilized byhydrophobic andelectrostatic interactions.Hence, shape
complementarity, or the ‘‘steric zipper’’ motif plays an important role in amyloid formation. On the other hand, the intramolecular Ab
b-strand-loop-b-strandU-shapedmotif creates a hydrophobic cavitywith a diameter of 6–7 A˚, allowingwatermolecules and ions to
conduct through. Thehydratedhydrophobic cavitiesmayallowoptimizationof the sheet association andconstitute a typical feature
of ﬁbrils, in addition to the tight sheet-sheet association. Thus,we propose that Ab ﬁber architecture consists of alternating layers of
tight packing and hydrated cavities running along the ﬁbrillar axis, which might be possibly detected by high-resolution imaging.
INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common human neu-
rodegenerative disorder characterized by distinct neuropath-
ological lesions, including intracellular neuroﬁbrillary tangles
and extracellular senile amyloid plaques (1,2). The major
component isolated from amyloid plaques of AD is a small
polypeptide, 40–42 amino acids in length (i.e., Ab40 or Ab42
peptide), which is derived from endoproteolytic cleavage of
the transmembrane amyloid precursor protein (APP)(3,4).
Before cleavage, the hydrophilic-rich N-terminus of the Ab
(residues 1–28) is exposed to the aqueous extracellular en-
vironment whereas its hydrophobic-rich C-terminus (resi-
dues 29–42) is deeply embedded in the membrane (5). Upon
proteolytic cleavage, the monomeric Ab peptides are re-
leased into the extracellular milieu, aggregating into soluble
oligomers, protoﬁbrils, and eventually into insoluble amy-
loid ﬁbrils with high b-sheet content. Although it is still
unclear which amyloid species, mature ﬁbrils or intermediate
oligomers, is mainly involved in neurotoxicity that is re-
sponsible for cell death, increasing in vitro evidence (6–8)
has shown that soluble oligomeric intermediates are cyto-
toxic whereas either monomers or mature ﬁbrils are appar-
ently harmless. Determination of high-resolution molecular
structures of soluble oligomeric intermediates is a challeng-
ing task due to their small size and dynamic, short-lived
nature (9,10) unlike mature amyloid ﬁbrils. In addition, re-
cent experiments have shown that Ab and calcitonin ag-
gregates commonly exhibit multiple distinct morphologies
with different molecular structures when exposed to different
environmental conditions (i.e., pH, ionic strength, temper-
ature, agitation, and solvent) that may be correlated with
different neuronal toxicities (11,12). Thus, to shed light on
the relationship between the Ab oligomers’ intrinsic confor-
mational properties and ﬁbril morphology and neurotoxicity
it is important to characterize their molecular architectures.
Ab peptides have been studied extensively using a variety
of experimental and theoretical methods at the functional
and structural levels. Lu¨hrs et al. (13) recently presented the
three-dimensional structure of Ab42 ﬁbrils based on hydrogen/
deuterium-exchange NMR data (Protein Data Bank code,
2BEG). This emerging structure with a U-turn bent b-sheet
validates both the computational model of Ma and Nussinov
(14) and the experimental model of Tycko and his colleagues
(15), including the side-chain orientation where the side
chain of I32 points in toward the b-turn whereas the side
chain of M35 points outward. All the computational and ex-
perimental models remarkably agree that the buried salt
bridge between residues D23 and K28 stabilizes the turn,
although each model has distinct turn structure (turn location,
S26–I31 for the Lu¨hrs model, V24–N27 for the Ma model,
and D23–G29 for the Tycko model). Experiment further re-
vealed an important role of M35 in the oxidative stress and
neurotoxic properties of the Ab peptide (16,17). The oxidation
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of methionine affects the aggregation properties of the peptide,
leading to an altered oligomer size distribution and inhibition
of ﬁbril formation (18,19). Ciccotosto et al. (17) reported that
Ab peptide with a methionine at position 35 to valine
substitution (AbM35V) was more neurotoxic than wild-type
Ab42 in cortical cell cultures, although there were no quan-
tiﬁable differences in the sizes of the oligomers for AbM35V
and Ab42 in phosphate buffer saline solution. Sato et al. (20)
recently found a tightly formed steric zipper via the inter-
molecular M35–M35 association between antiparallel double-
layered Ab-sheets. This steric zipper in the Ab amyloid ﬁbril
provides a key element for the rational design of inhibitors to
prevent ﬁbril formation. By attacking M35–M35 contacts,
peptide inhibitors designed by Sato et al. (20) not only dis-
rupted the sheet-to-sheet packing and prevented the Ab ﬁbril
formation, but also signiﬁcantly reduced the toxicity on neu-
ronal cell cultures.
The achievement of atomic-resolution structures has opened
a window to investigate computationally the mechanism of
amyloid formation using molecular modeling methods and
to directly compare computational modeling with experi-
mental results. Most computer simulations of amyloid-forming
peptides fall into two categories. All-atom molecular dynam-
ics (MD) simulations have been applied to study amyloid
oligomer stability alone by testing different candidate b-sheet
arrangements of preformed oligomers mimicking possible
nucleus seeds at the very early stage of ﬁbril formation
(14,21,22). This approach can determine the most stable
conformation for minimal nucleus seeds, but cannot predict
the aggregation scenario of amyloid intermediates/ﬁbril growth
since aggregation is an extremely slow process on the time-
scale of minutes to days, which is typically beyond the
timescale of nanoseconds for conventional MD simulations.
To overcome computational limitations, alternative com-
puter simulations using low-resolution models (e.g., coarse-
grained protein models and implicit solvent models) have
been used to directly study the formation of oligomers (small
species) and even ﬁbrils (large species) (9,23). These simu-
lations can roughly map out the kinetic pathways of protein
aggregation, but cannot adequately capture different inter-
actions, such as hydrophobic interactions, electrostatic inter-
actions, and hydrogen bonding.
In this work, we performed all-atom MD simulations to
study the structural stability and conformational dynamics
of Ab17-42 oligomeric models for both wild-type and the
Alzheimer-related mutants, based on recent NMR data (13).
To gain an insight into how two b-sheets associate along
the direction perpendicular to the ﬁbril axis, we developed
double-layered models (Fig. 1), which consist of ﬁve-parallel
strands within the sheets while maintaining antiparallel or-
ganization between the sheets through sheet-to-sheet inter-
faces (i.e., C-terminal–C-terminal and N-terminal–N-terminal
interfaces). To generate the most likely stable double-layered
models, we attempted to achieve either maximal overlap
of the hydrophobic region (I31–I41) for the C-terminal–
C-terminal interface, or a combination of both the hydro-
phobic region (V18–F20) and the salt bridge (K16–E22) for
the N-terminal–N-terminal interface between two neighbor-
ing b-sheets. The double-layered models (Fig. 1) were used
to examine: 1), the association forces between b-sheets, by
considering various sheet-to-sheet interfaces; and 2), the
effect of speciﬁc single point mutations on the association
forces and structural stability. These simulations allowed us
to obtain detailed information about the oligomeric struc-
tures and driving forces critical in the formation of amyloid
ﬁbrils. We further studied intramolecular morphological fea-
tures of the amyloid organization, providing a more complete
atom-level picture of the ﬁbrillar architecture. Thus, rather
than the b-sheets being equally spaced longitudinally, the
detailed ﬁbril architecture predicted by the simulations con-
sisted of tight intermolecular sheet-sheet packing and intra-
molecular hydrated cavities along the ﬁbrillar axis. The
hydrated cavity allowed optimal packing at the sheet-sheet
interface. Lastly, we outlined some common structural mo-
tifs observed in amyloid-forming polypeptides. It should be
noted that the large conformational changes (i.e., peptide
folding and self-assembling process) leading to the amyloid
aggregation is beyond the scope of this work.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Single- and double-layered models of Ab17-42
and Ab15-42
Initial coordinates of Ab17-42 hexamer were extracted from 10 NMR struc-
tures (Protein Data Bank code, 2BEG), derived from quenched hydrogen/
deuterium-exchange NMR (13), whereas the initial conformations of Ab15-42
hexamer were constructed by adding two residues (Gln-15 and Lys-16) from
the Ma et al. model (14) to the N-terminus of each corresponding Ab17-42
monomer. The two added residues maintained the same side-chain orien-
tation and backbone conformation as those in the Ma model. For dimeric
structures (10-mers) with or without mutations, double-layered oligomers
were built by placing two ﬁve-strand b-sheets of Ab17-42 and Ab15-42 to-
gether with different termini facing each other. Speciﬁcally, we examined
two possible distinct interfaces (i.e., C-terminal–C-terminal and N-terminal–
N-terminal interfaces) when stacking two b-sheets onto each other in an
antiparallel fashion (Fig. 1). To generate the most likely stable double-
layered models, we attempted to achieve maximum overlap either of the
hydrophobic region (I31–I41) for the CC interface or combination of both
the hydrophobic region (V18–F20) and the salt bridge (K16–E22) for the
NN interface in two neighboring b-sheets. All starting structures of the mu-
tants were built from the wild-type Ab17-42 and Ab15-42 by replacing the side
chains of the targeted residues, but without changing the backbone con-
formations and side-chain orientations. The structure of the designed mutant
was ﬁrst minimized for 500 steps using the steepest decent algorithm with
the backbone of the protein restrained before being subjected to the
following system setup and production runs. The N- and C-termini were
blocked by acetyl and amine groups, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1, the
Ab42 model proposed by Lu¨hrs et al. (13) consists of two b-strands,
b1 (residues V17–S26) and b2 (residues I31–A42), connected by a U-bent
turn spanning four residues N27–A30.
MD simulation protocol
All simulations were performed in the NPT ensemble using the NAMD
simulation package (24) with the all-atom CHARMM27 force ﬁeld and the
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TIP3P water model (25). The pressure (1 atm) was maintained by a Langevin
piston with a decay period of 100 fs and a damping time of 50 fs, whereas the
temperature (330 K) was controlled by a Langevin thermostat with a damp-
ing coefﬁcient of 5 ps1. The short-range van der Waals (VDW) interactions
were calculated by the switch function with a twin range cutoff of 10.0 and
12.0 A˚ and the long-range electrostatic interactions were calculated by the
force-shift function with a cutoff of 12.0 A˚. The integration time step was
2 fs. Periodic boundary conditions with the minimum image convention
were applied to the systems in all directions.
All initial Ab structures were ﬁrst energy minimized and then solvated in
a TIP3P water box with a minimum distance of at least 8 A˚ from any edge of
the box to any Ab atom. Any water molecule within 2.4 A˚ of the Ab was
FIGURE 1 Double-layered structural
models of Ab oligomers. Two b-sheets
were associated together via a CC
(upper) or NN (lower) interface along
the direction perpendicular to ﬁbril
axis. Color identiﬁcations are: back-
bone (green); negatively charged resi-
dues (red); positively charged residues
(blue); hydrophobic residues (orange).
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removed. Counterions (Na1 and Cl) were added at random locations to
neutralize the Ab charge, with ion concentration of ;150 mM, close to the
physiological value. The resulting solvated systems were energy minimized
for 5000 conjugate gradient steps, where the protein was ﬁxed and water
molecules and counterions were allowed to move, followed by additional
3000 conjugate gradient steps, where all atoms were allowed to move. After
minimization, the systems were heated from 30 to 330 K for 100 ps and
equilibrated at 330 K for 500 ps. All simulations ran for 20 ns and structures
were saved every 2 ps for analysis.
Sheet-to-sheet binding energy
For double-layered Ab-sheets, Ab trajectories were ﬁrst extracted from
explicit MD trajectories by excluding water molecules. The solvation en-
ergies of double-layered Ab-sheets and each single-layered Ab-sheet were
calculated using the generalized Born method with molecular volume
(GBMV) (26). In the GBMV calculation, the dielectric constant of water is
set to 80 and no distance cutoff is used. The binding energy between two
b-sheets was calculated by
ÆDEbindæ ¼ ÆDEdoublesheetsæ ÆDEsheet1æ ÆDEsheet2æ:
Analysis details
The relative structural stability of the oligomers is measured by root
mean-squared deviation (RMSD) of the backbone atoms with respect
to initial minimized crystal structure throughout the simulations.
The root mean-squared atomic ﬂuctuation (RMSF) was calculated for
each individual residue by aligning all trajectory structures with the
averaged structure from the trajectory.
The twist angle is measured by averaging over the angles between two
vectors connecting the ﬁrst Ca atom to the last Ca atom in the same
b-strand portion between two neighboring b-strands within a b-sheet.
The shape complementarity (Sc) is used to measure the geometric surface
complementarity of protein-protein interfaces between two adjacent
layers, where 1.0 represents a perfect match between the interfaces,
whereas 0.0 represents two unrelated interfaces. Sc is calculated by
using the program SC of the CCP4 with default parameters (27).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Single-layered Ab-sheets
A quantitative measure of conformational dynamics and
local ﬂexibility of Ab peptides is provided by the backbone
RMSD and Ca RMSF from the initial structure, respectively.
In Fig. 2, for both ﬁve- and 10-stranded parallel b-sheets, the
RMSDs for all residues rose quickly to a plateau of ;5 A˚
within 2 ns and then oscillated around this value for the
remainder of the simulations, whereas the RMSDs for loop
residues (S26–I31) were maintained at ;2 A˚ throughout the
entire simulations. This suggests that the large structural
deviation was not from loop residues. The RMSF proﬁle
showed that the most ﬂexible regions of the Ab peptide were
the edge residues of the N- and C-termini and the loop resi-
dues of S26 and I31 connecting the b-strand and the b-turn
(Fig. 3). The b-strand at the C-terminal (residues I31–A42) is
two residues longer than that at N-terminal (residues V17–
S26). This fact leads to the conclusion that residues of I41
and A42 at the C-terminal do not have direct contacts with
hydrophobic residues of I17 and V18 at the N-terminal, thus
displaying high ﬂexibility in the single-layered model.
Visual inspection of the trajectories together with RMSD
proﬁles suggested that the overall Ab structures were stable,
with the b-strands tightly packed on top of each other
without dissociation and the secondary structures of the
strand-loop-strand motif were well preserved. The large
structural deviation originates from the edge residues in the
b-strand region, leading to the twisted b-sheets. The loop is
stabilized by the salt bridge between residues K28 and D23
and hydrophobic interaction between residues V24 and K28,
whereas the edge residues in the b-strands were largely
exposed to the solvent, thus experiencing large ﬂuctuations.
As expected, the RMSD and RMSF values in the ﬁve-b-
stranded simulation are slightly higher than the correspond-
ing values in the 10-b-stranded simulation, indicating that
higher-order aggregates of amyloid ﬁbrils generally exhibit
more stable molecular structures, i.e., the stability increases
with size. It should be noted that both ﬁve- and 10-stranded
Abmodels have an acceptable interior diameter of;8–10 A˚,
which allows small molecules such as water molecules and
ions to penetrate. Similar water channels formed by Ab9-40
peptides were also observed by Buchete and co-workers (28).
Double-layered Ab-sheets
For double-layered Ab-sheets, the C-terminal–C-terminal
(CC) interface consists of highly hydrophobic patches of I31,
I41, and M35, whereas the N-terminal–N-terminal (NN)
FIGURE 2 Backbone RMSDs of single-layered Ab17-42
models with 5 and 10 b-strands, respectively. The RMSD
curves are shown for all residues (black line) and loop
residues (red line).
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interface consists of both hydrophobic patches of V18 and
F20 and K16–E22 salt bridges. Backbone RMSDs of all
wild-type and mutants with the CC interface generally
experienced smaller conformational deviations than those of
corresponding oligomers with the NN interface, as shown in
Fig. 4. As expected, in all cases the terminal residues have
higher RMSF values (data not shown) as compared to the
central residues. The average intermolecular distances be-
tween two b-sheets (see Fig. 6) are ;8.75 6 0.25 A˚ for all
CC interface models and 12.0 6 1.0 A˚ for all NN interface
models other than the E22K mutant. The interaction energies
of two b-sheets for various interfaces and mutations are
shown in Fig. 5.
In the double-layered Ab-sheets with the CC interface, the
M35 hydrophobic side chain on one b-sheet packs against
the corresponding M35 of the mating sheet, forming an in-
tersheet steric zipper. The sheet-to-sheet packing is stabilized
by this nonpolar zipper through VDW and hydrophobic in-
teractions. The presence of M35 has large effects on the CC
interface association between two Ab-sheets. Substitution of
M35 by a small, short Ala not only disrupts this shape-
complementary steric zipper, but also weakens hydrophobic
interactions between residues M35–G37 (Fig. 7 e), leading to
an increase in packing energy (;100 kcal/mol) between the
two b-sheets relative to the wild-type with the same CC
interface (Fig. 5). This result is consistent with the exper-
imental observation that oxidation of M35 in Ab42 prevents
ﬁbril formation (29). Since G22 is not located at the CC in-
terface, removal of G22 by mutation to Lys, Gln, or Gly has
little effect on structural stability and binding afﬁnity, as indi-
cated by RMSDs, interaction energy, and visual inspection
(Fig. 7, b–d).
For the NN interface models, the disruption of the inter-
sheet salt bridge of K16–E22 by replacing E22 led to un-
favorable interaction energy and large structural deviations
(Figs. 4 and 5). Especially in the case of the E22K mutant,
the unfavorable positively charged Lys residues were intro-
duced and packed against K16 residues at the NN interface,
resulting in the loss of the stabilizing salt bridges between
E22 and Lys-16. It is unlikely for b-sheets with E22K
mutations to associate via the NN interface. Interestingly,
although two b-sheets in the E22K mutant were separated
from each other, the secondary structures of both b-sheets
were still preserved. The E22G mutant experienced slightly
larger structural deviations than E22Q due to the ﬂexible
backbone of Gly, but both E22G and E22Q mutants showed
similar interaction energy proﬁles. The M35A mutation oc-
curring in the opposite side of the NN interface was not sen-
sitive to the structure and dynamics of oligomers.
Sheet-to-sheet interactions
Protoﬁbrils or ﬁbrils not only grow in the ﬁbril axis direction,
but also stack in the lateral direction normal to the ﬁbril axis,
in which ﬁbril growth corresponds to intrasheet interactions,
while ﬁbril stacking corresponds to intersheet interactions.
Fibril growth and stacking are competitive with each other in
these two directions. Our simulation results showed that the
Dutch (E22Q), Italian (E22K), and Arctic (E22G) mutations
occurring at the NN interface were less stable than the wild-
type. This fact may imply that the weaker lateral association
could lead to more efﬁcient growth along the ﬁbril axis by
reducing the kinetic barrier for the early-stage oligomeriza-
tion, consistent with experimental observations (30,31) that
the Dutch, Italian, and Arctic mutants at position 22 show
FIGURE 3 Average RMSF values for 5 b-strands (black line) and 10
b-strands (red line) in single-layered Ab17-42 models.
FIGURE 4 Backbone RMSDs of double-layered Ab models with (a) CC
interfaces and (b) NN interfaces for both wild-type and mutants (E22G,
E22Q, E22K, and M35A). The RMSD curves are shown for all residues
(black line), b-sheet 1 residues (red line), b-sheet 2 residues (green line),
loop1 residues (blue line), and loop2 residues (light-blue line).
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higher aggregation rates and stronger neurotoxicity than the
wild-type Ab42 (31), but do not signiﬁcantly affect the
morphology and structure of the resulting amyloid ﬁbrils. It
should be noted that the rapid conformational transition from
random coil to b-strand-loop–b-strand structure could be
another crucial step in the kinetics of amyloid formation.
For the preformed b-strand-loop–b-strand motifs, we ob-
served that the double-layered Ab oligomeric structures are
stabilized not only by nonspeciﬁc hydrophobic interactions
and speciﬁc electrostatic interactions (salt bridges), but also
by favorable shape-complementary side-chain packing. Pre-
vious studies (32,33) showed that Ab amyloid ﬁbril forma-
tion is predominantly driven by hydrophobic interactions. As
shown in Fig. 8, for both CC and NN interfaces, the two
sublayers interact primarily through their b-strand portions,
creating an antiparallel b-sheet organization. The CC inter-
face contains three clusters of hydrogen bonds formed be-
tween I31–I41, G37–M35, and G33–V39. These hydrogen
bonds are almost evenly distributed along the interface. This
interface is also stabilized by hydrophobic contacts between
I310–I41 and M35–M35. As compared to the CC interface,
hydrophobic interactions are reduced and only occur be-
tween F20 residues, whereas electrostatic interactions con-
tributed by salt bridges between E22 and K16 are largely
enhanced. The intrasheet salt bridges between residues D23
and K28 enhance the turn stability, whereas intersheet salt
bridges between residues E22 and K16 improve the NN
termini association between two stacked b-sheets. The for-
mation of salt bridges also implies that the Ab-sheets tend to
stack in an antiparallel fashion, maximizing the number of
hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions. Moreover, the
alignment of aromatic residues F19 and F20 between adja-
cent strands provided additional p-p interactions stabilizing
the Ab structures at both interfaces.
Mutations at the b-sheet–b-sheet interface greatly alter
interactions such as hydrophobic, electrostatic, and hydrogen
bonding and thus the interaction energies. For example,
when the salt bridge pair of E22–K16 at the NN interface
was disrupted by the E22K, E22Q, and E22Gmutations (Fig.
7, g–i), the two b-sheets lost the attractive electrostatic
interactions, leading to large interaction energy and sheet-to-
sheet distance. This phenomenon was even more pronounced
in the case of the E22K mutant where repulsive forces be-
tween K16 and K22 pushed the two b-sheets away from each
other (Fig. 7 h). As described in the previous section, the
M35Amutation led to less favorable interaction energy at the
CC interface. The speciﬁc hydrophobic and van der Waals
interactions involving M35 residues were reduced. Simi-
larly, the hydrogen bonding between the side chains of M35
and G37 was also affected when substituted by alanines.
Ion and water conductible channel
Table 1 summarizes the average interior pore sizes for all Ab
models. The pore size is characterized approximately by a
pocket of side chains consisting of Ala-21, Asp-23, Lys-28,
Ala-30, Ile-32, and Leu-34. As seen in Table 1, the average
interior pore sizes of the CC and NN models are ;7.1 and
FIGURE 5 Interaction energies for the wild-type and
mutated sequences between two b-sheets associated
through (a) the CC interface and (b) the NN interface.
The interaction energy is calculated by the GBMV im-
plicit solvation model in the CHARMM program.
FIGURE 6 Averaged mass-center distances between
two facing b-sheets associated through (a) the CC interface
and (b) the NN interface. The distance is measured
between backbone residues of 31–42 for CC interface and
15–25 for NN interface in two facing b-sheets.
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6.0 A˚, respectively, which are large enough for small
molecules like water and ions to conduct through. Fig. 9
shows the occupancy proﬁle of water molecules as a function
of time for all single and double-layered Ab models. It
should be noted that all starting conﬁgurations did not have
water molecules in the interior of Ab structures. As shown in
Fig. 9, the water proﬁles inside the Ab hydrophobic pore
have a similar trend for all models, regardless of their
interfaces (CC or NN interfaces) and layers (single or double
layers), because all interior channel structures include the
U-shaped loop and the side-chain orientations are the same.
Initially, during the ﬁrst 6 ns the number of water molecules
rises, ultimately leveling off to a more constant plateau,
indicating that water molecules were able to gradually
penetrate into the hydrophobic pore from both ends of the
channel. It took an average of ;6–7 ns for water molecules
to ﬁll the pore. Due to the limited interior space and restricted
side-chain movement, the entering water molecules were
aligned into an almost contiguous chain along the ﬁbril axis,
but they cannot accommodate clusters as in the bulk. The
water molecules that are inside the pore couple with the pore-
facing side chains via hydrogen bonding interactions (Fig.
10). Similarly, we also observed that Cl ions could enter the
hydrophobic pore, but without hydration shell around them.
Penetrating water molecules act as a hydration shell of
charged D23–K28 residues and interact with side chains via
hydrogen bonding, assisting in maintaining and stabilizing
the oligomeric pore structures, consistent with the observa-
tions of Buchete and co-workers (28,34) that the interior
cavities of Ab9-40 were hydrated by gradually penetrating
water molecules. The desolvation of the interior of the Ab
oligomers would impose a large energy and entropic penalty
on the oligomers. It has been shown that the hydration free
energy of nonpolar groups stabilize native structures (35). It
should be mentioned that we recently performed additional
MD simulations to study the structural dynamics of K3 oligo-
mers from b2-microglobulin fragments (residues 22–41).
Initial coordinates of K3 peptide derived from solid-state
NMR were kindly provided by the Goto (36) lab. Similar to
Ab40 and Ab42 peptides, K3 peptide has a U-shaped strand-
loop-strand motif consisting of an internal hydrophobic pore
of ;6 A˚, in which water molecules can penetrate into and
conduct through this pore, as observed in simulations.
FIGURE 7 Snapshots from simulations of double-layered models of (a)
CC; (b) CC-E22G; (c) CC-E22K; (d) CC-E22Q; (e) CC-M35A; (f) NN; (g)
NN-E22G; (h) NN-E22K; (i) NN-E22Q; and (j) NN-M35A at 20 ns. Color
identiﬁcations are: backbone (green); negatively charged residues (red);
positively charged residues (blue); hydrophobic residues (orange).
FIGURE 8 Structures and interactions of double-layered Ab models for
the (a) CC interface and the (b) NN interface. A hydrophobic contact
is identiﬁed when the mass center distance between a pair of hydrophobic
side chains is ,4.0 A˚. In these models, the hydrogen bonds are red; hydro-
phobic contacts are blue; and salt bridges are black.
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The water self-diffusion coefﬁcient (D), measured by the
Einstein equation via the mean-squared displacement, pro-
vides insight into the water dynamics and mobility in the
hydrophobic cavity. A slow self-diffusion coefﬁcient indicates
that water molecules are tightly bound. As listed in Table 2,
averaged water self-diffusion coefﬁcients (;0.183 3 105
cm2/s) in the hydrophobic cavities were at least one order of
magnitude smaller than that of bulk TIP3P water (5.06 3
105 cm2/s) (37). Results showed that hydrophobic cavity
with limited space could slow down the mobility of water
molecules through breaking/reforming hydrogen bonding
interactions. The minor difference of D among different
models was mainly due to local movement and conformation
of inward-pointing side chains in the hydrophobic cavities.
Universal structural motifs in amyloid ﬁbrils
Ab amyloids are not unique (38). Although sequence-
speciﬁc effects are always involved, features illustrated by
the Ab amyloids are observed in other amyloid systems
(36,39,40). This leads us to enumerate these general features,
and to examine the Ab ﬁbril organization and morphology in
this light.
Shape complementarity (or ‘‘steric zipper’’)
To characterize how two interfaces geometrically ﬁt to each
other, we analyzed the shape complementarity (Sc) of the
b-sheet–b-sheet interface (excludingwater), using the program
SC of the CCP4 with default parameters (27). Sc of 1.0
represents a perfect match between the interfaces, whereas a
value of 0.0 represents two unrelated interfaces. As shown in
Table 1, CC interfaces including wild-type and mutants have
relatively higher Sc values (from 0.55 to 0.67) than the
corresponding NN interfaces (from 0.53 to 0.58). For CC
interfaces, residues M35 at the two facing b-sheets were
packed against each other, forming a shape complimentary
steric zipper. When M35 residues were replaced by the small
alanines, Sc was greatly reduced from 0.66 to 0.55. There is
no difference in Sc values for other mutants (i.e., E22G,
E22Q, and E22K). All NN interfaces displayed weak shape
complementary where Sc values were 0.58 for wild-type,
0.56 for E22G, 0.53 for E22Q, and 0.54 for M35A. Sc of the
E22K mutant was not presented here since the initial NN
interface was not available after 10 ns. Structural investiga-
tion of various interfaces and mutations suggests that Ab
aggregates with high shape complementarity display strong
binding afﬁnity and high structural stability. Amino acid
substitutions that either disrupt the steric zipper or eliminate
favorable electrostatic interactions have large impact on
shape complementarity, interaction energy, and structural
stability.
Naturally occurring protein surfaces exhibit either con-
cave or convex curvatures. To form highly ordered amyloid
ﬁbrils with common cross-b spine, shape complementarity
of correctly matched side chains (41,42), tightly interdigi-
tating into a steric zipper is essential for ordered protein
aggregates. Shape complementary steric zipper motifs have
been often observed in different amyloid-forming sequences.
Eisenberg and co-workers (43) recently determined the
crystal structure of the cross-b spine of the yeast prion Sup-
35 fragment (GNNQQNY) using x-ray microcrystallogra-
phy. This structure consists of a pair of b-sheets, with each
sheet formed by parallel b-strands in-register. Between the
two facing b-sheets, the polar side chains (Asn-2, Gln-4, and
Asn-6) are tightly interdigitated at a dry interface, forming a
self-complementary steric zipper, whereas within the sheet
each strand is linked to others by backbone and side-chain
hydrogen bonds. The shape complementarity of these two
facing b-sheets was very good (Sc ¼ ;0.85) (44) and the
disruption of this steric zipper at the b-sheet–b-sheet
interfaces led to unstable oligomers (21). Ferguson et al.
(39) also found that the human CA150 amyloidogenic
peptide contains a steric zipper formed by the interdigitations
of side-chain contacts between T13-T18, V5-R24, V5-L26,
and T3-S28 using magic-angel-spinning NMR. It should be
TABLE 1 Ab structural parameters for all models
Twist angle () Pore size (A˚)
Simulations Sheet 1 Sheet 2 Sheet 1 Sheet 2 Sc
Single-layered
Five strands 21.2 6 2.2 – 8.8 6 0.7 – –
Ten strands 17.5 6 1.8 – 7.2 6 1.0 – –
Double-layered
CC-WT 8.8 6 0.7 10.5 6 0.6 7.2 6 0.8 7.3 6 0.4 0.67 6 0.06
CC-E22G 11.9 6 1.0 7.8 6 0.8 7.0 6 1.3 6.7 6 0.9 0.66 6 0.02
CC-E22K 9.9 6 0.8 10.4 6 0.9 8.0 6 0.7 6.9 6 1.3 0.64 6 0.04
CC-E22Q 9.6 6 1.0 9.7 6 0.6 6.8 6 0.8 6.9 6 0.7 0.67 6 0.04
CC-M35A 12.7 6 0.7 14.7 6 0.7 6.9 6 0.4 6.8 6 0.3 0.55 6 0.07
NN-WT 8.1 6 2.7 13.0 6 1.7 6.2 6 0.7 5.8 6 1.2 0.58 6 0.05
NN-E22G 11.8 6 3.5 16.5 6 3.7 6.7 6 1.2 6.5 6 1.0 0.56 6 0.03
NN-E22K 3.6 6 0.9 20.0 6 1.8 5.5 6 1.2 5.9 6 1.1 –
NN-E22Q 10.5 6 2.8 16.7 6 2.3 5.7 6 1.1 6.0 6 1.1 0.53 6 0.05
NN-M35A 11.2 6 3.7 13.0 6 3.2 6.2 6 1.5 5.8 6 1.5 0.54 6 0.04
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noted that the steric zipper in human CA150 is formed within
a single sheet, whereas GNNQQNY and Ab42 peptides form
zippers between b-sheets. It thus appears that the steric zip-
per may be a generic structural motif of amyloid protoﬁl-
aments (39,40), because the zipper feature not only provides
favorable van der Waals interactions, but also constrains
side-chain movement due to geometrical ﬁt, which explains
why amyloid ﬁbrils are as stable and persistent as they are.
Recently, Eisenberg and co-workers (45) investigated 30
short segments (less than seven residues) from ﬁbril-forming
proteins and they found that 13 of these microcrystal struc-
tures reveal varied steric zippers. However, if the amyloid-
forming peptides are longer, while the shape complementarity
is still expected to persist, it may not be uniformly as tight as
in observed in crystals of short segments. Some variability
might be expected.
Parallel versus antiparallel b-sheets
Recent experimental studies have shown that many amyloid
ﬁbrils consist of parallel b-sheet structures at least for longer
protein chains or peptides, including Alzheimer’s amyloid-
b42 (13), Sup-35 prion domain (43), human CA-150 (39),
b2-microglobulin (36), Ure2p prion domain (46), IAPP
amylin (47), and a-synuclein (48). In a parallel b-sheet
structure, identical residues stack on top of each other in an
in-register way. These identical paired residues could lead
to Asn or Gln ladders, aromatic stacking, and continuous
hydrogen bonding, suggesting that amyloid ﬁbrils of longer
FIGURE 9 Water occupancy proﬁles inside a hydrophobic cavity of (a)
single-layered models, (b) double-layered models with CC interface, and (c)
double-layered model with NN interface. The hydrophobic cavity is deﬁned
by the inwarding side chains of Ala-21, Asp-23, Lys-28, Ala-30, Ile-32, and
Leu-34. Any water molecule within 3.0 A˚ cutoff of this cavity is counted as
hydration number.
FIGURE 10 Interior hydration of Ab models. Top panel is side view
perpendicular to ﬁbril axis, whereas bottom panel is top view along ﬁbril
axis. Broken red lines indicate H-bonds between water molecules and side
chains of inward-pointing residues, whereas broken blue lines indicate
H-bonds between penetrated water molecules.
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polypeptide chains may have general structural features of an
in-register, parallel-stranded sheet organization (40,49).
Shufﬂing the sequence is not likely to disrupt those residue
pairs, thus has a little impact on parallel b-sheet structures
(50). For Ab with parallel b-sheet topology, the stacked
aromatic residues of Phe-19 and Phe-20 in a parallel orien-
tation in adjacent peptides provide additional stabilization
force to maintain oligomeric structures. Nevertheless, anti-
parallel or mixed parallel-antiparallel b-sheets have also
been observed in a variety of amyloid sequences under dif-
ferent experimental conditions (e.g., pH concentration), such
as human calcitonin (51), Syrian hamster prion protein109-122
(52), human tropoelastin (53), and Ab14-23 (54). In an anti-
parallel b-sheets topology, although hydrophobic interac-
tions and hydrogen bonds are still two major dominant
driving forces in stabilizing the protein structure, amyloid
b-sheet formation could be more sensitive to mutations in the
amyloid-forming sequences.
b-strand-loop–b-strand
The b-strand-loop–b-strand motif is formed by two b-strands
with nonnative register linked by a ﬂexible loop. As ﬁrst
predicted by the simulations of the Ab (14) and then con-
ﬁrmed by experiments (55), the b-strand-loop–b-strand motif
was recently shown in the amyloid protoﬁlaments of human
CA150 (39) and the b2-microglobulin (36). This motif con-
sists of two sheets whose side chains zip against each other in
an antiparallel fashion, where each sheet consists of a parallel
arrangement of the b-strands. The loop is stabilized by a salt
bridge in the Ab and covalent bonds in CA150 and b2-
microglobulin. Saiki et al. (56) reported that the capability to
form amyloids was signiﬁcantly reduced when a double-
stranded sequence consisting of a turn region was altered to a
single-stranded sequence. Wu and co-workers (57) suggested
that a strand-loop-strand structure could be an important
binding intermediate for Ab ﬁbril growth. The loop-induced
double-b-strand motif has an intrastrand interaction via
hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonds, or steric zippers,
which is absent in a single-strand peptide. Thus, a loop-
induced motif is advantageous, as it may lead to a zipper-
motif resembling the tightly packed b-sheets of shorter
peptides.
Twisted cross-b-sheets
Amyloid ﬁbrils exhibit twisted b-sheets, as observed by elec-
tron microscopy and solid state NMR. As shown in Table 1,
Ab-sheets twist by ;15. The twisted sheets are not unique
to Ab; rather, similar twisted b-sheets were observed in other
amyloid peptides such as GNNQQNY from the yeast prion
protein (21), the human islet amyloid polypeptide IAPP22-27
(NFGAIL), KFFE, KVVE, KLLE, and KAAE (58), the
human calcitonin hormone (residues 15–19, DFNKF), and
NHVTLSQ from human b2-microglobulin. Since twisted
b-sheets optimize the hydrogen bonds, side-chain stacking,
and electrostatic interactions, it is commonly accepted that
twisted sheets are more stable than ﬂat ones. While twisting,
the b-sheets pairs are still compatible with the steric zipper.
CONCLUSIONS
We have performed MD simulations to investigate the con-
formational and thermodynamic properties of Ab oligomers.
Current NMR data provide structural models of protoﬁbrils
consisting of single Ab molecules stacked on top of each
other to create parallel, in-register b-sheets and loops. How-
ever, the detailed atomistic models of the lateral organization
of the ﬁbrils are not available. Here, we have modeled the
organization by comparing two different types of oligomers:
protoﬁbrils packed CC and NN, both oriented in an antipar-
allel fashion. We further tested the effects of some Alzheimer
mutations on these oligomers. Conformational analysis and
interaction energy estimation indicate that both the CC and
NN interfaces exhibit stable structures, but the CC interface
appears more energetically favorable than the NN interface
due to large hydrophobic contacts and shape-complementary
steric zipper. This suggests that elongated Ab protoﬁbrils
could be mainly associated with one another via the CC
interface along a direction perpendicular to the ﬁbril axis.
The intermolecular steric zipper arrangement via the M35-
M35 contacts at the CC interface has a strong tendency to
stabilize and to form amyloid ﬁbrils. Disruption of this steric
zipper leads to a large energy penalty and structural desta-
bilization. All mutations except E22K at the NN interface
have comparable structural stability as the wild-type regard-
less of the CC or NN interface type, indicating that they all
have the potential to form stable amyloid ﬁbrils. Further, our
Ab simulations also show that all oligomers with the U-bent
strand-loop-strand structural motif have an inner hydropho-
bic cavity of 6–7 A˚ in diameter that allows small molecules
such as ions and water molecules to conduct through. The
hydrated hydrophobic cavity is expected to facilitate an
TABLE 2 Water self-diffusion coefﬁcient (D) in the hydrophobic
Ab cavity
Simulations D (105 cm2/s)
Single-layered
Five strands 0.403
Ten strands 0.211
Double-layered
CC-WT 0.137
CC-E22G 0.103
CC-E22K 0.277
CC-E22Q 0.141
CC-M35A 0.291
NN-WT 0.063
NN-E22G 0.203
NN-E22K 0.103
NN-E22Q 0.191
NN-M35A 0.074
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optimal intermolecular sheet-sheet packing. Since the U-bent
structure has recently been shown to be a recurring motif in
amyloids (36,39,40), this leads us to propose that in solution
this could be a general feature of amyloids. This prediction is
in agreement with the alternating dry and wet interfaces in
microcrystals of a Sup-35 fragment (43). We thus hypoth-
esize that the molecular architecture of the amyloid ﬁbril may
consist of U-shaped molecules, with in-parallel twisted
b-sheets. The sheets of laterally stacked molecules are tightly
packed. Intramolecular hydrated cavities run in the ﬁbril axis
direction. It will be interesting to see if high-resolution AFM
or using x-ray diffraction (59) images will be able to dis-
tinguish between the alternating, tighter interfaces and the
ion and water conducting pores. We add a cautious remark
that no protein kinetic factors were considered in this study.
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